Integrating Material from Research

One of the main tasks in academic research is to incorporate material from other sources and to discuss this material in light of the argument you are making. One popular book on academic writing uses the phrases “They Say/I Say” in its title (Graff, Birkenstein & Dunst, 2012); this is an excellent way to describe this process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>They Say</th>
<th>I Say</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Information that you learned from your research and reading (either a quote, paraphrase, or summary).</td>
<td>-Your discussion of this information, related to how it supports the key points in your paragraph, and how it supports your thesis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quote, Paraphrase, Summarize – What’s the Difference?

1. Direct quote: This uses information *word for word* from your original source. Short quotations must be in “quotation marks”, while longer quotations are indented (search for information on *block quotations* for details).
2. Paraphrase: Ideas from another source are written in your own words. It is NOT enough just to change a few words. You must rewrite the idea in your own sentence or paragraph. All paraphrases must include in-text citation after the information.
3. Summary: A much shorter presentation of the information you have read – for example, a sentence that describes the information in an entire chapter or research article.

All of the above require an in-text citation after the information is presented.

How to Paraphrase

Writing an original paraphrase takes work! The following steps can help you avoid accidental plagiarism when paraphrasing.

1. Read the text 2 or more times, until you are sure that you understand it well. Take the time to look up words that you do not understand.
2. Close the book or put the article aside. Say the meaning of what you have just read out loud.
3. Based on the information you said aloud, write down your paraphrase.
4. Check the paraphrase against the book or article to make sure that key details are correct.

Paraphrase Practice:

Consider the following paragraph:

Self-testing is one of the most powerful study strategies. Creating good questions requires you to think critically about what you need to learn (planning). Testing whether you can answer questions without referring to a text or notes, as you would in an exam, allows you to effectively monitor your progress. The trick to effective self-testing is to ask the right questions. In university, you are required to move beyond recalling basic facts and details, and must learn to apply and analyze material deeply (Kwantlen Polytectnic University Learning Centres, 2018, p.63).

In this exercise, you will follow the four step method described above to create a paraphrase of this paragraph.

1. Read the paragraph at least two times, making sure you understand it thoroughly.
2. Turn over the paper and say your paraphrase out loud.
3. Now, on the next page of the handout, write your paraphrase.
4. Check to see that your paraphrase is accurate.

Integrating a Paraphrase into Your Paper

Now, how do you integrate your paraphrase into your paper. What are some ways you can do this? A common convention in academic writing is to refer to the author with a “verb of speech or ideas” to connect their ideas with your own. Here are some common phrases:

- [author] states
- [author] writes
- [author] emphasizes
- [author] asserts
- [author] claims
- [author] believes
- In [author’s] view
- [author] reports
- [author] agree’s that

For example, a possible integrated paraphrase might be:

The Kwantlen Polytechnic University Learning Centres (2018) emphasize the role of self-testing in supporting student learning and exam preparation. Compared to re-reading notes, self-testing is more active and is likely to lead to exam success. In addition, this strategy can be applied in groups, allowing students to learn together.

Let’s break this down:

The Kwantlen Polytechnic University Learning Centres (2018) emphasize the role of self-testing in supporting student learning and exam preparation. [This is the paraphrase of the source text.] Compared to re-reading notes, self-testing is more active and is likely to lead to exam success. In addition, this strategy can be applied in groups, allowing students to learn together. [This is the author’s additional comments. Note that the words “I say” are not written. They are implied, and what follows the paraphrase is the writer’s own ideas].

Try it!
Refer back to your paraphrase. Create 2-3 sentences that demonstrate how you would integrate it into an academic paper.
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